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BOX 1

The Racquetball Club Membership roster update insert, 2009

Reel tapes:

“A Fair To Remember”; A&E Playmakers, 1978
Music In Our Time, Concert at American Theater, 1959
Sayad-Goelle Concert, NPR Station at University in Springfield, MO
Sayad-Goelle Duo, Pianists, 2/5/74 Ellis Recital Hall
Tape with address of Robert Wykes: Density III; Transforms 1; Density IV; Locations 1
Unidentified music

Videotapes

Budweiser Challenge Cup, Tapes 1-3 (3/4 format)
Mississippi River Race St. Louis News Coverage, 1987 (broadcast format)
Prince and Pauper, Queeny Park, EGS Produced, Robert Spencer, director
Living with the Arts (3/4 format)
Union Station, commissioned original work composed by Berio Luciano, Nashville Brass performed piece, 1985 (VHS)

Scrapbook:

Mississippi River Race, 1987-1989